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Detection divergence in XCMS outputs

Figure 6: Heatmap of m/z and RT deviations for ions detected by both Galaxy workflows (20219 common ions, left) and comparison of
detection of common ions (right). Transition from zero to non-zero and vice versa shows detection divergence.
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mzXML

<MzXML version/>

<Scan1 count/>

<Parent file/>

<Instrument manufacturer and model/>

<Acquisition software(s) and version(s)/>

…
<scan ScanNumber profile/centroided RT polarity msLevel 

collisionEnergy lowestMZ highestMZ basePeakMZ 

basePeakIntensity totalIonCurrent>

<peak encodingPrecision byteOrder pairOrder>

[encoded peak list]

</peak></scan>

<scan […] <peak […]

[encoded peak list]

</peak></scan>
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mzML

<MXML version/> <controlled vocabulary definition/> <file 

Description/> <Parent file and format information/> 

<Instrument manufacturer and model/> <acquisition, 

calibration and conversion software used/> <instrument 

configuration/> <Data processing method/>

…
<scan ScanNumber mslevel polarity BPI TIC spectrum type 

scan start time scan upper and lower limit>

[encoded peak list]

<binary> [encoded mass list] </binary>

<binary> [encoded intensity list] </binary> </scan>

<scan ScanNumber mslevel polarity BPI TIC spectrum type 

scan start time scan upper and lower limit>

[encoded peak list]

<binary> [encoded mass list] </binary>

<binary> [encoded intensity list] </binary> </scan>

…
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In this poster, we focused on mzXML and mzML, as they are the most widely accepted by recent software
solutions.

Figure 1: Iconography of files when opened with a text editor. Normal text represents real raw content copied from a file as an example,
bold text summarizes bigger content blocks or XML-like tags to enhance readability. The amount of human-readable metadata provided
is shown underneath the file diagrams.
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To streamline and automate the
necessary studies, we developed
two specialized Python tools:
mz(x)ml_compare along with
XCMS_compare (Figure 3).
The mz(x)ml_compare tool is
designed to extract metadata
from the headers of mzML and
mzXML files, compiling this
information into a .tsv file
without the need to open these
large files in text editors. The
XCMS_compare tool analyzes the
variableMetadata and dataMatrix
outputs from two XCMS[3] Galaxy
workflows[4], matching ions by
closest mass and retention time
(RT) values (within a given
window) to identify those
detected in both workflows and
providing quality indicators that
highlight potential deviations in
mass, RT, or intensity values.

The compatibility of converted files with the used software must be monitored for all conversion software and
each time a new version is released!

Same format, different software: several metadata organization and potentially distinct encoding.

CONTEXT

In the context of information extraction of high-throughput MS/MS metabolomics experiments, open science has led to the necessity of converting raw MS data into open formats capable of
handling MS/MS. However, several formats and conversion software exist, involving heterogeneous FAIR adherence in terms of reproducibility, retro-compatibility and interoperability.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

CONTEXT

TO CONCLUDE…

Two popular open formats have become the norm to convert raw spectrometry data: mzML and mzXML. However, there are several software solutions or software pipelines to obtain them but metadata and, even more seriously, masses,
retention times and intensities can be subjected to non negligible deviations. Moreover, there is no certainty that converted files could be read by Galaxy and other software until tests have been conducted. This is mainly due to the fact
that all software solutions do not write or read the same data encoding pattern. This study revealed a valuable imperative to ensure reproducibility: formats, dates, software and versions used must be monitored and reported!

Now that we know how to obtain qualitative open format data, the perspective of this study will focus on testing and selecting pipelines able to properly extract information from MS/MS high throughput data.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Figure 3: Schematization of the workflow used to perform the tests

Different ways to store acquisition software
• Different tag codes, content and

organization

Different ways to store instrument reference
⚠ Instrument name is even false in both cases!

Different ways to store instrument
components:
• Different number of components
• Different tag codes and organization
• Different “name” designation
Different scan metadata organization
Different encoding methods (even with the
same encoding scheme, e.g. 64-bit)

Figure 4: Iconography of files when opened with a text editor. 
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RESULTS

On 11 common
samples

Zero intensity CDF Non-zero intensity mzML

Zero intensity
reference

82660/167871 (49.2%) 9905/167871 (5.9%) 

Non-zero intensity
reference

9591/167871 (5.7%) 65715/167871 (39.1%) 

Changing your conversion pipeline to ensure software compatibility is risky: beware of mass and RT deviations!

Ions detected

CDF mzML Mutual (tol: 1Da, 0.3 min)

20024 15929 15261

Ion m/z and RT deviation in XCMS outputs
RT deviation (minutes)

None 1E-08 1E-07 1E-06 1E-05 1E-04 1E-03 1E-02 1E-01 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 None
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0 0.01 0.01 0.08 1.05 10.92 51.75 69.03 77.33 100 1

Figure 2: Schematization of the workflow used to perform the tests

Figure 5: Tree diagram showing the pipelines of conversion tested and their compatibility with the files. 

5.3 6.1

S T U D I E D  F O R M AT S

Two major formats have become the standard for converting raw data: mzML and mzXML. Although netCDF is
still notably in use, it can only store one specific MS-level as it is not originally designed for spectrometry and
tends not to be supported by the latest software solutions.

Moreover, netCDF is a mostly encoded format with few to no metadata whereas mzXML offers headers
containing acquisition and processing information (Figure 1). MzML file metadata are even more detailed and
structured, in addition to information on each scan; only mass and intensity lists are encoded to reduce file size.

U S E D D ATA A N D S O F T WA R E S O L U T I O N S

Diverse data sources are essential to address format, manufacturer, instrument, and acquisition time issues. To
evaluate temporal reproducibility, software-dependent variations within the same format, and the
compatibility of converted files with Galaxy[1] and recent software solutions, we used data from a Bruker[2]

Impact HDII UHR-QTOF. Analysis workflows in which the aforementioned datasets and software solutions are
used, as well as their objectives, are outlined in the figure below.

D E D I C AT E D  T O O L S

.

I N T R A - F O R M AT  VA R I AT I O N S

F O R M AT  A N D  S O F T WA R E  C O M PAT I B I L I T Y

Knowing these variations within the same format depending on the conversion software used, especially with
regard to encoding, can all conversion methods produce files readable by Galaxy and other common software
for MS and MS/MS extraction/visualization? Tested with Galaxy, Batmass[6], Skyline[7] and MSDial[8] as target
software (Figure 5).

I N T E R - F O R M AT A N D S O F T WA R E D E V I AT I O N S

As DataAnalysis 5.3 did not ensure Galaxy compatibility neither with mzML nor with mzXML (see Figure 5 right
tree), we reformated the mzXML files with MSConvert as the outputs are readable by Galaxy. However, for
both mzML and mzXML outputs, important detection divergences as well as mass and RT deviations can be
observed in comparison to the original netCDF file. In fact, the number of detected ion differs (20024 vs 15969)
and no mutually detected ions (15621) show identical mass and RT (Figure 6). Moreover, 22.88% of them are
deviated of at least 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝑫𝒂 and 𝟏 minute, which are our maximal database matching tolerance. Worse, 11.6%
show detection divergence, being detected in one workflow and not in the other.
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